
                                       
 

Join us for NSF Day at The University of 
Wyoming, Laramie 

 
The National Science Foundation (NSF), The University of Wyoming, and the Wyoming 
EPSCoR Office are pleased to invite you to participate in our upcoming NSF Day. 
 
NSF Days provide basic insight and instruction on how to compete for NSF funding for science, engineering, 
and education research. This day-long workshop will offer background on the Foundation, its mission, 
priorities, and budget. 

Learn to write competitive proposals!  NSF staff will give an overview on proposal writing, NSF's merit review 
process, and programs that fall within the seven scientific and engineering directorates, as well as funding 
opportunities that cross disciplinary boundaries. NSF representatives will be on hand to answer questions and to 
host discipline- and program-specific breakout sessions to personally engage in discussions with attendees. 

A draft agenda is forthcoming. Previous agendas are available on www.nsf.gov/nsfdays 

WHO: Early career and tenure track faculty, graduate students and 
postdoctoral researchers, especially those in the region. 

WHEN: Wednesday, May 3rd, 2017, 7:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 

WHERE: The University of Wyoming Marian H. Rochelle Gateway 
Center, 222 South 22nd Street Laramie, Wyoming. 

Participants can park in the stadium parking area behind the 
Gateway Center. 

Directions to Laramie from each direction can be found here.  

WHY: This 1-day NSF Day workshop will teach researchers how to 
better compete for federal dollars that enable their projects. 
Information will be shared via lectures and interactive sessions. 
This is a behind-the-scenes look at how NSF works and how to 
submit fundable proposals. 

REGISTER: Please register here as soon as possible as space 
is limited, but no later than April 28, 2017.  
There is no registration fee. This event is being 
provided at a courtesy to the regional scientific 
community. We ask that you register only if you’re committed 
to attending the event for the entire day. 
https://goo.gl/tRkLi7 

ACCOMMODATIONS: Laramie Hilton Garden Inn Across the street from the event 
site. 
Laramie Holiday Inn 
Laramie Hampton Inn 

QUESTIONS: Please direct questions to info@nsfday.gov or 
rixdogs@uwyo.edu.  
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